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INVESTIGATION & EVIDENCE 
 

Thanks to the wonderful hospitality and kindness of the Oak Alley owners and staff, we were 

allowed to make a return visit to beautiful Oak Alley Plantation. This time we were accompanied 

by Bill Murphy, a California film maker, whose goal was to produce a documentary about 

hauntings across America. We also would like to thank Bill and his great crew for their 

professionalism and kind gestures. 

 

We began the evening filming a few cut scenes for the opening of the documentary. We all had 

severe cases of camera shyness but soon warmed up. We quickly set up our equipment, broke up 

into our respectful groups, and began our investigation. 

 

As with our first visit, all the activity seemed to center around the attic. We got several EMF 

spikes, one very good one in particular, we caught on mini dv (seen below). No known evidence 

caught on the IR cams and no recorded temperature changes. 

 

We were able to catch several interesting EVPs, as you will hear below. The one that draws the 

most attention is the that says "they killed us". Hearing this only wants me to investigate deeper 

as to if there were any known murders on the plantation site. 

 



As we let the DVRs run throughout the night, we "camped out", in the beautiful cottage #4, 

which we found out was the most active of the cottages (perfect). Honestly, I was so exhausted, I 

went straight to sleep, but around 3am, Steve, Mike, and Elissa all heard movement and a bang 

in the bathroom. No one knew the cause of it. 

 

Once again, we were more than honored experiencing the beauty and mystery known as Oak 

Alley. We look forward to making future visits, obtaining more and more evidence of haunted 

activity. 


